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A B S T R A C T

High-rate systems are defined as engineering systems that undergo accelerations of amplitudes
typically greater than 100 gn over less than 100 ms. Examples include adaptive airbag deploy-
ment systems, hypersonic vehicles, and active blast mitigation systems. The use of feedback
mechanisms in these high-rate applications is often critical in ensuring their continuous
operations and safety. Of interest to this paper are algorithms needed to support high-rate
structural health monitoring (HRSHM) to empower sub-millisecond decision systems. HRSHM is
a complex task because high-rate systems are uniquely characterized by (1) large uncertainties
in the external loads, (2) high levels of non-stationarities and heavy disturbances, and (3)
unmodeled dynamics generated from changes in system configurations that necessitate careful
crafting of adaptive strategies. This paper studies benefits of integrating a data-driven predictive
model with a physics-based state observer to reduce latency and convergence time estimating
actionable information. The predictive model, constructed with long short-term memory (LSTM)
cells, performs multi-step ahead signal prediction acting as the input to the physical model,
a model reference adaptive system (MRAS). The MRAS then performs state estimation of the
predicted signal rather than the true signal. A comparison study was done between the proposed
hybrid algorithm and a physics-based MRAS on a testbed involving a fast-moving boundary
condition. Results showed that the hybrid algorithm could perform state estimations with zero
timing deadline overshoot and with up to 50% faster convergence time when compared to the
MRAS under constant boundary conditions. However, the hybrid generally underperformed the
MRAS algorithm in terms of convergence accuracy during motion of the boundary condition by
increasing convergence time by 20%, attributable to the lag in learning the new dynamics used
in predicting. The performance of the NSE algorithm was also examined on a true high-rate
system, where it was shown to be capable of qualitatively tracking actionable information.

. Introduction

High-rate dynamic systems are defined as engineering systems experiencing accelerations of high amplitude, typically higher
han 100 𝑔n (𝑔n = 9.81 m∕s2), over durations less than 100 ms [1]. Examples of high-rate systems include blast mitigation
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mechanisms, advanced hypersonic weaponry and vehicles, and adaptive airbag deployment systems. Monitoring of these high-
rate systems requires state estimation capable of providing actionable information for preemptive measures in the sub-millisecond
range [2]. With technology advancing towards dynamically challenging ideas, proper monitoring must be implemented to provide
more advanced safety mechanisms through high-rate structural health monitoring (HRSHM). However, the development of HRSHM
algorithms is a complex task given that these systems typically exhibit (1) large uncertainties in the external loads, (2) high levels
of non-stationarity and heavy disturbances, and (3) unmodeled dynamics generated from changes in the system configurations [3].
Algorithms developed specifically for high-rate monitoring need to be capable of state estimation in the sub-millisecond range if
they are to provide actionable information promptly [4]. Such algorithms are required to be lean and computationally inexpensive
while preserving adequate accuracy to empower real-time implementations [5].

Among the many data-driven methods proposed for high-rate system modeling, neural networks have shown promise in learning
nknown, complex dynamics [6,7]. The universal approximation capability of neural networks makes them a suitable candidate for
odeling the complex behavior of high-rate systems. Still, they require a multitude of labeled data to construct accurate repre-

entations. Examples of neural networks used to predict unknown and complex dynamics include the multi-layer perceptron [8,9],
enerative adversarial network [10,11], wavelet neural network [12], and recurrent neural network (RNN) [13–15].

Recurrent neural networks, developed specifically as a temporal analysis tool, are generally preferred to model time-series sensor
easurements [16]. Lindemann et al. discussed the applicability of the RNN, and specifically, the long short-term memory (LSTM)
etwork in its ability to accurately predict nonlinear time-varying systems [17]. The authors found that LSTMs have excellent
onlinear and time-varying prediction capabilities and excel at multi-modal and multi-step ahead predictions. In the high-rate
ealm, Salmela et al. designed an LSTM to accurately perform real-time predictions for nonlinear, high power pulse compression
nd broadband supercontinuum generation [18]. Barzegar et al. [19] parallelized multiple LSTM cells in an ensemble to perform
ulti-step ahead predictions for high-rate systems. The ensemble learning architecture allowed each LSTM to specialize over different

emporal features identified in the input, yielding a leaned architecture and thus faster computation time, with a reported average
omputation time of 25 μs per step. While these techniques showed promise, they typically did not yield actionable information
nless intensive training was performed on labeled data.

In contrast to purely data-driven methods, physics-based system modeling incorporates physical knowledge about the system,
hich can help reduce physically inconsistent predictions. These models also improve the availability of actionable information,
articularly when labeled data is limited in availability. Popular methods are those based on frequency estimates, where, for instance,
udden variations in frequencies indicate changes in boundary conditions that may be quantifiably linked to defects [20]. While
he signal’s frequency domain is rich in information, it is often difficult to measure accurately online in real-time as it requires a
ong sampling window. Utilizing the frequency domain is especially challenging in the sub-millisecond realm [21]. Scheppegrell
t al. [22] and Yan et al. [23] examined the use of short-term Fourier transforms and other modal techniques and discussed
hallenges in HRSHM applications. Dimassi et al. demonstrated the capabilities of an adaptive model reference adaptive system
MRAS) to monitor a twin-rotor, nonlinear system in real-time [24]. MRAS is a compact adaptive observer that uses a simplified
hysical model of the system constructed from known physics to perform state estimation. Yan et al. developed an MRAS architecture
nd demonstrated sub-millisecond state estimation capabilities for a high-rate system represented as a single-degree-of-freedom
ystem [25]. The authors augmented the MRAS architecture to relax the need for persistent excitation. While MRAS and other
hysics-based methods are useful for directly providing actionable information, a key limitation is their higher computation time;
hus yielding latency that causes an overshoot of the timing deadline and limits their applicability to real-time HRSHM.

This paper investigates a physics-informed machine learning architecture for HRSHM applications by integrating the data-
riven ensemble of RNNs previously developed by the authors [19] with the physics-based MRAS also previously developed by the
uthors [25]. The LSTM provides the MRAS with multi-step ahead predictions, thus allowing the MRAS to pre-compute the system’s
ynamic state and thus eliminate timing deadline overshoot caused by the MRAS computation time. This combined algorithm is
ermed the neural state estimator (NSE). The novelty of this paper is in the examination of opportunities and limitations of such
echnique for high-rate dynamics, in particular in terms of accuracy when dynamic states evolve and cause complications in the
uality of the LSTM’s step ahead predictions. The NSE is evaluated in three case studies: (1) a cantilever beam of repeatable and
onstant boundary conditions, (2) a cantilever beam of repeatable and changing boundary conditions, and (3) a true high-rate system
f unknown and changing boundary conditions. Results are benchmarked against a hypothetical MRAS algorithm with a modified
ampling rate greater than the system’s latency.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 introduces the NSE architecture. Section 3 describes the research
ethodology, including the experimental setup for the three case studies. Sections Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and 4.3 present and discuss

esults. Section 5 concludes the paper.

. Neural state estimator architecture

The general architecture of the NSE is diagrammed in Fig. 1(a). This architecture allows for zero timing deadline overshoot, thus
roviding state estimation in real-time. The NSE consists of two sequential processes as depicted in Fig. 1(a): at every time step 𝑖,

an LSTM that predicts 𝜆 steps ahead, and an MRAS that takes the prediction and estimates the state at time step 𝑖 + 𝜆. In terms
of latency, consider that the LSTM has a computation time of 𝜆LSTM, and the MRAS has a computation time of 𝜆MRAS, typically
𝜆LSTM < 𝜆MRAS. The value of 𝜆 is selected such that:

𝜆LSTM + 𝜆MRAS ≤ 𝜆 (1)

which provides zero overshoot computation time with respect to the sampling rate of the system.
2
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the NSE presented as a function of computation time (a), compared against the MRAS-only algorithm (b).

With an MRAS-only approach, as shown in Fig. 1, the state estimation �̂� can only be completed at step 𝑖 + 𝜆 + 𝜆MRAS, with
respect to the desired estimate time of 𝑖+ 𝜆. This approach results in an overshoot of the timing deadline for 𝜆MRAS determined by
the latency of the MRAS. It follows that the MRAS-only method can be applied in real-time only if the computation time is faster
than the sampling rate (𝜆MRAS ≤ 𝛥𝑡). This relationship is particularly true if the state estimation is used in a feedback loop, say for
uidance. Thus, a relatively large computation time is not practical in HRSHM, where sampling rates could be 1 sample/μs. Here,

if the prediction horizon is taken as 𝜆 = 𝜆LSTM + 𝜆MRAS, an estimate of the state can be provided at step 𝑖 + 𝜆 with zero overshoot
omputation time, provided that the LSTM predictor can be initiated at time 𝑖 (i.e., dataset available and appropriate learning or
raining conducted). The NSE follows that the sole purpose of the LSTM is to provide the MRAS with enough of an early start,
hrough a prediction, to yield the state estimate without a computational overshoot caused by the MRAS computation time. Yet, it
ust be noted that if a change in dynamics occurs within the prediction window, the algorithm may not be capable of including

his information within its prediction. While the NSE does not show an apparent delay in predicting states, the time required to
djust to new dynamics will create inherent latency in the algorithm.

.1. Ensemble of LSTM architecture

The LSTM is a gated unit which stores multiple prior errors in order to eradicate the vanishing gradient problem. The LSTM is
plit into four gates; the input gate (𝐢), forget gate (𝐟), output gate (𝐨), and the cell state (𝐂) with equations shown in Eq. (2),

𝐢𝑡 = σ(𝐖𝑖𝐱𝑡 + 𝐔𝑖𝐡𝑡−1)
𝐟𝑡 = σ(𝐖𝑓 𝐱𝑡 + 𝐔𝑓𝐡𝑡−1)
𝐨𝑡 = σ(𝐖𝑜𝐱𝑡 + 𝐔𝑜𝐡𝑡−1)
�̃�𝑡 = tanh(𝐖𝑔𝐱𝑡 + 𝐔𝑔𝐡𝑡−1)
𝐂𝑡 = σ(𝐟𝑡 + 𝐂𝑡−1 + 𝐢𝑡�̃�𝑡)

𝐡𝑡 = tanh(𝐂𝑡)𝐨𝑡

(2)

where 𝐱𝑡 and 𝐡𝑡 are the input and hidden vectors, respectively, 𝐖 and 𝐔 are the weights for the associated gates, and σ represents
he sigmoid activation functions. For further details, the reader is referred to [26].

The ensemble of LSTMs architecture is described in detail in [19], and illustrated in Fig. 2, here used for a univariate time series
rediction. Briefly, it consists of an ensemble of 𝑛 RNNs constructed with short-sequence LSTM cells. Each LSTM has a dedicated
nput vector 𝐯. The hidden states 𝐡 produced by the LSTMs are features extracted from the input 𝐯. All of the hidden states 𝐡 are
hen passed through an attention layer and a dense layer. After, a dense layer produces the prediction �̂�𝑖+𝜆 to be input to the MRAS
nd calculate the prediction error. The error on the prediction is back-propagated, and the weights are adapted using learning rates
1 to adapt the attention and dense layer weights and 𝜁2 to adapt the LSTM cell weights.

The attention layer is a mechanism used to learn features found in time series [27]. However, since the dynamics of high-rate
ystems changes rapidly by nature, the attention layer is kept lean to inhibit the memorization of long-term features to better suit the
uick-changing nature of high-rate systems. Here, the attention layer assigns weights to each hidden state 𝐡𝑛 based on similarities
etween the short-term features and the features found in 𝐡𝑛 [28]. Each 𝐡𝑛, along with its designated weight, is then concatenated
nd input to the dense layer to perform signal prediction.

The construction of individual input spaces 𝐯 is based on the embedding theorem [29] and on the assumption that some level of
rior knowledge is available about the dynamics of the system. The embedding theorem states that the phase-space of an autonomous
ystem can be reconstructed from a delayed vector 𝐯 of the measurements embedded in a dimension 𝑑:

[ ]
3

𝐯 = 𝑣𝑖−𝜏 𝑣𝑖−2𝜏 ⋯ 𝑣𝑖−(𝑑−1)𝜏 𝑣𝑖−𝑑𝜏 (3)
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the ensemble of LSTMs.

where 𝜏 is the time delay, and 𝜏 and 𝑑 are selected using the assumed prior knowledge of the system in Section 3. For 𝐯 parameterized
appropriately, the vector is said to preserve the essential dynamics of the system. Hence, a neuro-representation can be constructed
to take such a delay vector as its input instead of using a long sequence of the past measurements as it is typically done. As
demonstrated in [30], such technique has the potential to yield leaner neuro-architectures, thus improving on computation time
necessary for high-rate systems. While the embedded theorem has been extended to non-autonomous systems with deterministic
forcing [31], state-dependent forcing [32], and stochastic forcing [33], it does not apply to non-stationary systems.

Here, the strategy is to decompose the complex non-stationary system into a set of 𝑛 simpler systems, each through a unique
input space, and reconstruct the signal through an automatic assignment of time-varying weights via the attention layer. Hence, the
individual input vectors are constructed to discover local and global changes in nonlinear dynamics through subsampled topology
and act as encoded signals decoded by the LSTMs via hidden states. The LSTM neural network was selected to assess the effectiveness
of combining physics-based and data-driven algorithms to estimate a dynamic state in real-time with zero timing deadline overshoot.
Other neural architectures could be used to form the NSE, such as the gated recurrent units and wavelet neural network, yet it is
expected that the selected LSTM architecture would perform relatively well with the dataset under investigation [30,34,35]. Such
investigation is left to future work.

There exists a multitude of methods to select the individual delay vectors. Here, this is done either using physical knowledge
or by decomposing a representative signal available a prior through principal component analysis (PCA), as discussed in Section 3.
The number of dominant frequencies or the number of considered principal components defines the number of LSTMs used in the
ensemble. After, offline training is performed on each individual LSTM prior to creating the ensemble using the prior knowledge
available about the system. During the online training process, weights are updated through back-propagation in time [36] using
the prediction mean square error, MSE, on the pre-defined prediction horizon (𝜆).

The performance of the ensemble of LSTMs at conducting step-ahead predictions was evaluated in Barzegar et al. [37]. It was
demonstrated on the same datasets of interest that the prediction performance decayed smoothly with the increasing prediction
horizon, thus indicating that overfitting was not a concern. The evolution of performance with the changing prediction horizon was
even smoother than when compared with a single LSTM network, thus attributing smoothness to the attention layer that acts as a
low-pass filter through the smooth evolution of its various weights.

2.2. MRAS architecture

The MRAS architecture is described in detail in [25] and illustrated in Fig. 3. Briefly, the MRAS is an adaptive observer that
constructs a representation (‘adaptive model’) of the unknown (’reference model’) system. Consider the following equation of motion,
here presented as a single-degree-of-freedom system for simplicity:

𝑚�̈�(𝑡) + 𝑐�̇�(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) (4)

where 𝑘 is the stiffness, 𝑐 the damping, 𝑚 the mass, 𝑥 the position, 𝑟 the forcing, and the dot represents a time derivative. In this
paper, and as is commonly the case for many high-rate systems, the high-rate systems are subjected to impulse loads, and therefore
𝑟 is ignored. Eq. (4) can be written in a state-space representation, expressed as

�̇� = 𝐀𝐳 + 𝐛𝑔(𝐳) (5)
4
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the MRAS algorithm.

with

𝐀 =

[

0 1
−𝑘
𝑚 − 𝑐

𝑚

]

,𝐛 =
[

0
1

]

(6)

where 𝐳 = [𝑥 �̇�]T is the state vector, 𝐀 the state-space matrix, 𝐛 the input matrix, and 𝑔(𝐳) represents the uncertainties, here taken
as linearly depending on states with

𝑔(𝐳) = 𝛉T𝜎(𝐳) =
[

𝜃1 𝜃2
]

[

−𝑘
𝑚 𝑥 −𝑐

𝑚 �̇�
]T

(7)

where 𝛉 is the unknown parameter matrix, here as a function of the system’s stiffness 𝑘 and damping 𝑐. An adaptive model is
constructed to produce estimates on the uncertainties until the reference model is reached. This is done using the estimate on 𝑔:

�̂�(𝐳) = �̂�𝑇 𝜎(𝐳) =
[

�̂�1 �̂�2
]

[

−𝑘
𝑚 𝑥 −𝑐

𝑚 �̇�
]T

(8)

where 𝛉 is used to as modification factor on selected values for 𝑘 and 𝑐. To construct the adaptive model, an estimation of the true
input 𝑔(𝐳) is taken as �̂�(𝐳) [38]:

𝑔(𝐳) ≈ �̂�(𝐳) = 2𝑔(𝐳) + 𝐋T(𝐳 − �̂�) − �̂�(𝐳) (9)

here 𝐋 = [𝐿1 𝐿2]T is a gain matrix of positive elements and is used to adjust the rate of convergence to �̇�, shown in Eq. (10).

̇̂𝐳 = 𝐀�̂� + 𝐛�̂�(𝐳) (10)

he estimation error on the state �̃� = �̇� − ̇̂𝐳 is written
̇̃𝐳 = 𝐀�̃� + 𝐛(𝑔(𝐳) − �̂�(𝐳))
= 𝐀�̃� + 𝐛(−𝐋T�̃� + �̃�(𝐳))
= 𝐀𝐿�̃� + 𝐛(�̃�(𝐳))

(11)

here �̃�(𝐳) = 𝑔(𝐳)− �̂�(𝐳), and 𝐀𝐿 = 𝐀−𝐋T�̃� is a Hurwitz matrix guaranteeing exponential convergence [39]. The following adaptation
aw

̇̂𝛉 = −Γ𝜎(𝐳)�̃�𝑧𝑧T𝐏𝐛 (12)

an be shown to be stable using Lyapunov stability [25], where 𝐏 can be a user-defined positive definite matrix or by solving the
iccati equation

𝐀T
𝐿𝐏 + 𝐏𝐀𝐿 +𝐐 = 0 (13)

ith 𝐐 a symmetric matrix [40], where Γ is a diagonal user-defined learning rate matrix of positive definite elements.
To relax the requirement on persistent excitation, the adaptation law is modified to include concurrent learning to force [41,42].

ith concurrent learning, a vector called history stack consisting of 𝐽 past inputs sequentially selected and updated to maximize
he level of information is constructed, and the fitting error for each of the history stack’s input 𝑒𝑗 = 𝑔(𝐳𝑗 )− �̂�𝑇 𝜎(𝐳𝑗 ) for 𝑗 = 1, 2,… , 𝐽
s incorporated in the adaptation rule.

̇̂𝛉 = −Γ𝜎(𝐳)�̃�𝑧𝑧T𝐏𝐛 − 𝛾
𝐽
∑

𝑗=1
Γ𝜎(𝐳𝑗 )𝑒𝑗 (14)
5

where 𝛾 ≥ 0 is a user-defined learning gain used to adjust the contribution of error 𝑒𝑗 .
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Fig. 4. Picture (a) [25] and schematic (b) of the DROPBEAR testbed with key components annotated.

Table 1
Input space hyperparameters for DROPBEAR.

Cart position Static Dynamic LSTM

LSTM (mm) frq 𝜏 frq 𝜏 learning
# (Hz) (steps) (Hz) (steps) rate Epochs

1 17.7 28 20 31 0.015 3

2 21 33 24 38 0.015 3

3 25 39 29 46 0.015 2

4 31 49 35 55 0.020 2

3. Testbeds and validation

The performance of the NSE is validated in three case studies conducted on datasets obtained experimentally on two different
testbeds. The first one is the Dynamic Reproduction of Projectiles in Ballistic Environments for Advanced Research (DROPBEAR)
testbed, used to generate reproducible fast-changing dynamics, and the other is the accelerated drop tower testbed used to generate
realistic high-rate dynamics. These testbeds are described in the following subsections, followed by a description of the case studies.

3.1. DROPBEAR

DROPBEAR, presented in [43] and illustrated in Fig. 4, is a cantilever beam capable of repeatable and controllable changes
in the dynamics mimicking sudden structural changes found in high-rate systems. These changes consist of a sudden change in
boundary condition stimulated with a moving cart (‘‘cart with rollers’’, Fig. 4) and a sudden change in mass that is produced using
an electromagnet-activated mass drop (shown in Fig. 4). A modal hammer is used to excite the beam on some datasets.

Fig. 4, In this paper, only changes in boundary conditions are considered. Datasets provide static and dynamic positions of the
cart. For static positions, the cart is fixed at a pre-determined location while measurements are recorded. Positions include 50, 100,
150, and 200 mm away from the clamp. The beam is excited using the modal hammer hit at 100 ms, and data is recorded for one
second. The dynamic positions consist of vibration data recorded while the cart is moving. During these tests, the cart is initially
located 50 mm away from the clamp, moves to 200 mm over 1.15 s, remains at the position for 1.13 s, and moves back to its initial
position over 1.15 s. Some of this dataset is collected while the modal hammer impacts the beam at arbitrary times. Measurements
of the tests are taken using an accelerometer (PCB 353B17) placed 400 mm away from the clamp (to collect acceleration data) and
a laser vibrometer pointing at the same location (to collect displacement data).

The selection of the input space for each LSTM𝑖 in the ensemble is conducted based on the physical knowledge where the system’s
dominating vibration frequencies at the four cart positions are known and shown in Table 1. Given each dominating frequency, the
state space is constructed with time delay, 𝜏𝑖, and embedding dimension, 𝑑𝑖. The optimal value for 𝜏 for a harmonic signal is known
to be equal to one-fourth of the dominating period [44]. The associated 𝜏 under each dominating frequency is listed in Table 1. It
can be shown that, for harmonic excitations, the optimal embedding dimension is 𝑑 = 2 [45]. However, to account for unmodeled
dynamics the input vectors were over-embedded with 𝑑 = 4 [46]. Because the static tests include four different positions, the
ensemble was constructed with four LSTMs, each trained under the dynamics of its associated frequency shown in Table 1.

The same four LSTMs were used for the dynamic cart tests, knowing that the cart oscillates within the range of the static cart
positions. However, the frequencies used in selecting 𝜏 differ slightly because the mass at the tip of the beam was not present during
the dynamic tests, thus altering the natural frequencies. The hyperparameters of the input spaces are listed in Table 1 along with
the learning rates. A higher learning rate was used for the 200 mm cart position to improve learning performance under the faster
vibration mode.

Each LSTM cell was validated through the data holdout method as a function of training epochs in order to assess the optimal
number of training epochs and avoid overfitting. Fig. 5 illustrates a typical example of the training and validation errors for an
LSTM cell over the DROPBEAR 50 mm static cart test. The optimal amount of epochs is chosen once the validation error begins
to rise. Results show that both the training and validation errors decrease significantly up to three training epochs, with validation
errors fluctuating after five epochs.
6
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Fig. 5. Training versus validation error as a function of training epochs for LSTM cell 1.

Fig. 6. Acceleration signals for the first three drops from accelerometers 1 and 4 (a) and drop tower experimental setup (b).

3.2. Drop tower

The drop tower testbed is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of four high-magnitude accelerometers (up to 120,000 𝑔n) securely held
inside a canister impacted using an MTS-66 accelerated drop tower. The canister is dropped five consecutive times, and data from
the accelerometers is recorded at a sampling frequency of 1 MHz. Out of the five tests, the first was conducted using stiffer padding
around the accelerometers and inside the canister, thus altering the frequency response. As an example, Fig. 6(a) plots data from
accelerometer 1 through the five drops. The drop tower tests exhibit true high-rate characteristics where: (1) the response is of
high amplitude, in the thousands of g-force (1 kgn = 9810 m/s2 = 32,200 ft/s2); (2) the dynamics are highly nonlinear; (3) the
response is altered after each test, which could be attributed to one or a combination of the following three causes: the whipping of
cables, damage of the electronics assembly, and changes in the internal boundary conditions of the electronics; and (4) the change
in dynamics occurs in the sub-millisecond range.

It is important to note that there exists very little physical knowledge on the dynamics of the drop tower nor the states of the
canister. What is known is that Test 1 was significantly stiffer than the other tests due to the presence of padding combined with
likely damage occurring between each test due to cracking of the epoxy holding the electronics firmly, thus gradually reducing the
overall stiffness of the system after each test.

Unlike DROPBEAR, the drop tower response is complex and the physical representation unknown; hence the previously known
input space selection method based on dominating frequencies is not applicable. Instead, the selection was made through PCA
following the method discussed in [37]. Under this method, the signal from accelerometer 4 (taken as the output) is decomposed.
The first five principal components (representing 90% of the signal) are used to construct five input spaces. Values for 𝜏 and 𝑑
are selected based on mutual information and false nearest neighbors, respectively. The resulting hyperparameters are listed in
Table 2, along with the associated pre-optimized learning rates obtained heuristically to ensure the stability of the adaptive process
within 50% of the selected values. After, the LSTMs were trained offline on their respective principal components, and the NSE was
evaluated using data from accelerometer 1 to represent a signal with different properties.

3.3. Evaluation and performance metrics

The performance of the NSE is evaluated using three case studies. Case Study 1 is on data from DROPBEAR — static cart
experiments and is used to assess convergence in terms of stiffness. Case Study 2 is on data from DROPBEAR — dynamic cart
7
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Table 2
Offline input space hyperparameters.

LSTM 𝜏 LSTM
# (steps) 𝑑 learning rate Epochs

1 5 3 0.02 3
2 6 3 0.1 3
3 8 4 0.06 3
4 12 3 0.05 3
5 15 3 0.03 3

Fig. 7. Illustration of convergence in stiffness estimation with dashed range to show 10% error around converged value.

experiments, without and with hammer hits, used to evaluate the performance in terms of real-time position tracking. Case Study
3 is on data from the drop tower, used to assess performance over a true high-rate system.

The following performance metrics are used: (1) convergence time and (2) percentage error of the estimated state after
convergence, 𝑒𝑐 . For all tests, convergence time is taken as the time when the state estimation reaches and remains within 10%
of the final estimation value. Compared with the MRAS-only algorithm, the convergence is evaluated after time 𝑖 + 𝜆 for all tests.
Convergence is assumed when the stiffness estimation remains within 10% of a given value. Fig. 7 illustrates a state estimation with
dashed 10% error lines surrounding the converged value to illustrate when convergence time is claimed.

The mean error is recorded once the estimation stays within the error range at the blue circle on Fig. 7. The metrics are computed
using

𝑒𝑐 (%) =
𝑣 − �̂�𝑖
𝑣𝑖

× 100 (15)

where 𝑣𝑖 is the true value, �̂�𝑖 is the estimated value, and ̂̄𝑣𝑖 is the estimation mean once converged. Lastly, the RMSE is taken as

RMSE =

√

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑣𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2

𝑁
(16)

where 𝑁 is the length of 𝐯𝑖.
Performance is also assessed over a conventional short-term Fourier transform (STFT) as reported in a study in [23] using

DROPBEAR and drop tower datasets. Under DROPBEAR tests, the dominating frequency extracted using the STFT, with a window
size of 1750 steps (or 70 ms), conducted on the last data points is used to backtrack the system’s stiffness and thus the cart position.

All simulations were done in Python 3.7 using the Keras package [47] on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4770 CPU @3.40 GHz. The
average simulation time of the NSE algorithm is 𝜆NSE = 𝜆LSTM + 𝜆MRAS = 119 μs, and that of the MRAS-only is 𝜆MRAS = 94 μs.
The prediction horizon 𝜆 was selected to be under 119 μs. Data used for the MRAS and the STFT were downsampled to obtain
computation times shorter than the sampling rate in order to simulate real-time applications.

Hence, for the DROPBEAR simulations conducted on dataset sampled at 25 kHz, a three-step ahead prediction horizon is
used giving 𝜆 = 120 μs, and simulation data for the MRAS-only algorithm is downsampled to 8333 Hz yielding 𝜆𝑀𝑅𝐴𝑆 = 94 μs
≤ 𝛥t = 120 μs. For the drop tower simulations conducted on datasets sampled at 1 MHz, a 120-steps ahead prediction is used giving
𝜆 = 120 μs, and simulation data for the MRAS-only algorithm is downsampled at 10 kHz yielding 𝜆 = 94 μs ≤ 𝛥t = 100 μs.
8
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Fig. 8. NSE prediction of the static cart acceleration signal at 50 mm.

Fig. 9. NSE estimation of stiffness (N/m) (a) and damping (Ns/m) (b) in the time domain and parameter state space with stability range (c) for the static cart
at 50 mm.

4. Results

4.1. Case study 1: DROPBEAR static cart

Fig. 8 plots the typical acceleration signal of DROPBEAR, taken with the cart positioned at 50 mm away from the clamp and
under free vibration after being struck by the modal hammer. Acceleration measurements were filtered using a band-pass filter
of 5 Hz and 100 Hz cutoff frequencies. For the MRAS portion of the NSE, a recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm was used to
reduce the effects of double integration when simulating position (𝑥) from the input of acceleration (�̈�). The LSTMs’ three-step ahead
prediction shows an adaptation to the stiffness within the 0.1 s range and later tracks the free vibration response.

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the estimated states from the NSE, including the system’s stiffness 8(a) and damping 8 (b) using the
same signal. Results show that the estimated stiffness converges to the measured value. The figure also plots the estimated stiffness
against the estimated damping and demonstrates rapid state convergence towards the stability zone, thus demonstrating the stability
of the adaptation law. This figure also shows a scatter every 0.05 ms outside the stability zone to exhibit the convergence speed.

Table 3 summarizes results under all cart positions, listing the convergence times for the stiffness and the RMSE on the
acceleration prediction. The results show that the NSE yields a substantially faster convergence time for the stiffness and damping
estimation than the MRAS-only approach. In particular, it cuts down on the convergence time on stiffness by 50%, 34%, 40%, and
44% at the 50, 100, 150, and 200 mm cart positions, respectively, and on damping by 77%, 47%, 37%, and 30% at the 50, 100, 150,
and 200 mm cart positions, respectively. Also, the NSE generally improves the quality of the estimate compared with the MRAS,
9
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Table 3
Performance results of the NSE, MRAS-only, and STFT algorithms for static cart tests.

cart position 50 mm 100 mm 150 mm 200 mm

NSE MRAS STFT NSE MRAS STFT NSE MRAS STFT NSE MRAS STFT

𝑘 convergence (ms) 222 440 N/A 229 349 N/A 194 324 N/A 191 342 N/A
𝑘 error (%) 2.54 4.31 3.17 3.28 6.20 3.17 3.90 3.72 3.17 4.12 4.14 3.17

Fig. 10. Ensemble of LSTMs prediction for dynamic cart tests without hammer hit.

Fig. 11. NSE state estimation (a), and MRAS-only state estimation (b) for dynamic cart tests without hammer hits.

xcept when the cart is at 150 mm. The NSE was also benchmarked against results from the STFT. The computation time for the
TFT baseline was 6.9 ms for a 70 ms rolling window, and experimental data was taken at 25 kHz. Results show the NSE yields
etter accuracy for the 50 mm card position when compared with the STFT, with its relative performance becoming increasingly
orst with the cart moving away from the clamp. In other words, the NSE appears to perform better than a traditional STFT over

ow frequencies, yet the STFT is difficult to apply in real-time, given its relatively long computation time.

.2. Case study 2: DROPBEAR dynamic cart

First, the evaluation is conducted on the dynamic cart data without any hammer hit. The input vector (𝐯𝑛) is the acceleration
f the system. Fig. 10 is a plot of the cart’s true position and the 3-step ahead predicted state. The total RMSE of the dynamic
art prediction is 84.2 m/s2. This algorithm converges well after the cart movements. The sub-par predictive capabilities during the
art movement could be explained by a change in the learned dynamics that requires time to adapt. Yet, the predicted signal does
ot exhibit any prediction overshoots nor overfitting, in particular in regions (i.e., during movement) where training data was not
vailable.

Fig. 11 reports the card position estimates by the NSE (11 (a)) and MRAS-only (11 (b)) algorithms. The cart position estimate can
e obtained by evaluating the frequency from the system’s stiffness and assuming that a 1-to-1 mapping exists between the frequency
nd the position, as suggested in [43]. The results from both algorithms are visually similar, exhibiting an under-estimate of the
osition before the cart moves, slightly overshooting the 200 mm position, chattering on the way back, and a long convergence
ime after the cart returns at 50 mm. Data were linearly detrended to estimate the accuracy during movement, and the RMSE was
omputed over the range 0.515–1.63 s corresponding to the cart moving from 50 mm to 200 mm, and 2.9–4.05 s corresponding to
he cart moving from 200 mm to 50 mm.

Table 4 reports the convergence times and estimation errors. Convergence is evaluated over four regions: when the cart is at a
ixed position (when reaching 200 mm and back at 50 mm, discarding the initial position at 50 mm to allow for learning), and when
10
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Table 4
Performance results of NSE vs. MRAS for dynamic cart tests — no hammer hit.

50 → 200 mm 200 mm 200 → 50 mm 50 mm

NSE MRAS NSE MRAS NSE MRAS NSE MRAS

𝑘 convergence (ms) 675 543 57 86.76 0 0 570 813
𝑘 error (%) 1.81 1.34 2.84 3.94 21.50 13.80 5.67 6.14

Fig. 12. Dynamic cart with modal hammer impacts ensemble prediction.

Fig. 13. NSE state estimation (a) and MRAS state estimation (b) for dynamic cart with modal hammer impacts.

moving between fixed positions. During movement, convergence is estimated by detrending the estimated signal and evaluating the
time when the signal remains approximately constant. The estimation errors are measured at convergence.

Results show that the MRAS-only estimate converges 20% faster and to more accurate values during movement. The faster
convergence is attributable to the delay for the NSE’s predictor in learning changes in dynamics. When the position stabilizes, the
NSE estimate is again faster at converging and to a more accurate value, analogous to results obtained under the static cart tests.
Note that the results under the 200 mm to 50 mm movement indicates 0 s for convergence as both algorithms immediately track
the change in position, yet with a stabilization in the estimation occurring shortly after the movement initiates, as observable in
Fig. 11, and shown by the relatively important error in the table.

Second, the evaluation is conducted on the dynamic cart data with hammer hits. Fig. 12 is a time series plot of the 120 steps
ahead prediction versus the true values. The RMSE on the entire time series is 53.1 m/s2. The prediction appears more accurate than
the no-hammer-hit case, attributable to the richer dynamics favoring faster learning. Some discrepancies can be observed during
each of the four impulses. Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) plot the position versus frequency estimates under both the NSE and MRAS-only
algorithms, respectively. Both results appear visually similar, with good convergence after the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th modal hammer hits
at 1.88, 3.87, and 5.94 s, respectively. The NSE exhibits more chattering during the movement of the cart.

Table 5 reports the results, showing the convergence over five regions: during movement and after each hammer hit (discarding
the first hammer hit to account for learning). The findings are similar to those obtained from the previous dataset. The MRAS-only
exhibits better performance during movement yet within 10% of the NSE, except for the convergence time from 50 mm to 200 mm,
yet non-significantly underperforming the NSE. The state estimation during each hammer hit occurs while the cart is not moving.
Here, the NSE outperforms the MRAS-only algorithm in terms of convergence speed but shows similar convergence error under both
the 2nd and 4th hammer hits, and better performance after the 3rd hammer hit.
11
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Table 5
Performance results of NSE vs. MRAS for dynamic cart tests — hammer hits.

50 → 200 mm 2nd hit 200 → 50 mm 3rd hit 4th hit

NSE MRAS NSE MRAS NSE MRAS NSE MRAS NSE MRAS

𝑘 convergence (ms) 795 800 34.2 60.4 787 715 651 677 510 536
𝑘 error (%) 6.4 2.2 0.8 0.7 3.43 4.4 2.4 2.1 48.2 42.1

Fig. 14. Drop tower data versus the ensemble of LSTM prediction.

4.3. Case study 3: Drop tower

Case study 3 is the application of the NSE to a realistic high-rate dataset with unknown and changing dynamics. Because
the system is highly nonlinear, it is difficult to obtain a state estimate that would be meaningful without constructing a proper
dynamic representation that the MRAS algorithm could use. Such an evaluation is left to future study. Instead, similar to simulations
conducted on DROPBEAR, an SDOF representation is constructed. The stiffness is estimated in real-time, expecting no convergence
or information other than a relative rank between tests in terms of stiffness.

Fig. 14 compares the 120 steps ahead (120 μs ahead) prediction of the acceleration data from accelerometer 1 — test 1 (after
training using accelerometer 4 — test 1 data), versus the real values. The plot also shows the real accelerometer 4 — test 1 data for
reference. Results show good agreement between both time series, with an RMSE of 4.05 kgn. During the highly nonlinear event,
one can observe some spikes in the predicted signal, between 0.38 and 0.66 ms.

The NSE algorithm is applied to the dataset to extract information on the relative change of stiffnesses between all five tests.
Fig. 15 is a plot of the estimated stiffness under each test. Results show that the algorithm can appropriately rank each test through
the expected change in frequency. The stiffness dropped by 13.4% after test 1, and approximately 2% after each subsequent test.
As discussed early, an important change in stiffness between test 1 and tests 2–5 is expected, and generally, the stiffness should
decrease after each test. This can be observed in the zoomed regions of the plots, specifically the third peak showing a clear difference
between the first test and the rest. As expected, the relationship in stiffness is inverted when the canister bounces back in the third
zoom.

5. Conclusion

This paper evaluated the effect of combining data-driven and physics-based methods into a hybrid algorithm, termed neural
state estimator (NSE), to optimize the estimation of actionable information for applications to high-rate systems. The NSE contained
an ensemble of long short-term memory (LSTM) cells in an ensemble to perform multi-step ahead signal prediction combined with
a model reference adaptive system (MRAS) to take the predicted signal and perform state estimation. Choosing the optimal deep
learning model for the data-driven portion of the NSE can be further investigated. Validation was performed using the Dynamic
Reproduction of Projectiles in Ballistic Environments for Advanced Research (DROPBEAR) testbed and the accelerated drop tower
shock testbed.

Using DROPBEAR data, a comparison study was conducted between the NSE and a solely physics-based MRAS (MRAS-only)
algorithm to assess convergence speed and accuracy. It was found that the NSE outperformed the MRAS-only over both convergence
speed and accuracy for all tests when the cart was not moving. The NSE outperformed the MRAS with up to 50% decrease in
convergence time for estimation the stiffness of the system. When the cart was moving, it usually underperformed the MRAS-only
algorithm with up to 20% increase in convergence time, often with higher convergence error, attributable to the lag in learning
the new dynamics used in predicting. After, the drop tower data was used to assess the performance of the NSE on a true high-rate
system. Results showed that the NSE algorithm could be used to track the system’s stiffness qualitatively.

Overall, the results showed that the NSE could be used to extract actionable information from an unknown dynamic system with
fast-changing dynamics. A net advantage of the NSE is its capability to perform zero timing deadline overshoot estimates because
12

it conducts the estimations using predicted data, thus making it an ideal candidate for high-rate state estimation.
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Fig. 15. Drop tower NSE frequency convergence overlay.
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